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ABSTRACT 
If + is a nonsingular linear operator on n X n symmetric matrices over a formally 
real field, n 2 3, and if +J preserves commutativity, then +(A) = cV’AU+ f(A)I, 
where U’U and c are scalar and fis a linear functional. This is an extension of a result 
of Chan and Lim. 
A recent result of Chan and Lim [l] states that if Yis the linear space of 
all n X n symmetric matrices over the real field with n > 3, and if 9 is a 
nonsingular linear operator on Ysuch that $(A)+(B) = $(B)+(A) whenever 
AB = BA, then there exists an orthogonal matrix U, a scalar c, and a linear 
functional f such that +(A) = cU-‘AU + f(A)Z for all A in Y. (Here Z 
denotes the n X n identity matrix.) We propose to extend this result to more 
general fields, including all subfields of the real field. Specifically, we shall 
state the result for the so-called “formally real” fields, i.e., those in which 
1f=ixf = 0 implies xi = x2 =. . . = xk = 0 (where k is any given integer and 
xi any members of the field). It is easy to see that if Fis a formally real field, 
then so is every transcendental extension of 9”; thus the category also 
includes, e.g., the field of rational functions (in one or more variables) with 
real coefficients. 
THEOREM. Let F be a formally real field and Y the linear space of all 
symmetric, n x n matrices over F, where n 2 3. Let $I be a nonsingular, 
commutativity-preseing linear operator on 9’. Then there exist an invertible 
matrix U with U t U a scalar multiple of I, a scalar c, and a linear functional f 
on SPsuch that $(A) = cU-‘AU + f(A)Z for all A in 9’. 
Note that, in the statement of the theorem, U is not orthogonal, but 
simply a scalar multiple of an orthogonal matrix. This slight modification is 
necessary in general; see the remarks at the end of the paper. 
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We begin by proving Lemma 2 of [l] in the more general setting. We shall 
make use of the fact that the formally real field Fcan be embedded in some 
real closure &(inside the closure gof g). A symmetric Smatrix A is then 
orthogonally diagonalizable over 8. The proof is the same as over the real 
field; see, e.g., [3, pp. 378-3791. 
LEMMA. Let the hypotheses of the theorem hold. 
(i) $( Z ) = c,Z for some nonzero scal4zr co. 
(ii) Zf E is in 9’ and has rank 1, then +(E) = F + aZ for some scalar a 
and scme rank-l matrix F in 5“. 
Proof. (i): The proof is as in [ 11: The cornmutant of Z in Yis all of Y. 
Hence the cornmutant of +(I) in Y has the same dimension as Yand thus 
equals Y. This forces (p(Z) to be a nonzero scalar multiple of the identity. 
(ii): It suffices to show that for A in Y, its commutant Z(A) in Y has 
dimension 1 + n(n - 1)/2 if and only if A is the sum of a rank-one matrix and 
a scalar multiple of I. If A is orthogonally diagonalizable, e.g., if the 
underlying field is that of all real numbers, this can be verified as in [l]. In the 
general case we proceed as follows. Observe that for a given A in Y the 
solution space of the linear system 
AX=XA, 
x=xt 
has the same dimension whether considered over For over an extension field 
4. Hence Z(A) has dimension 1 + n(n - 1)/2 if and only if A, as a matrix 
over the real closure $of 4”, is of the form F + aZ, where F is rank-l and a is 
in 9. To complete the proof we must show that a is in S-. But the 
characteristic polynomial p of A is (X - a)“- ‘(x - b); since n > 3 and since 
every formally real field has characteristic 0, it follows that p splits over 9, so 
that a is in F. n 
Proof of the Theorem. For each i and j, let Eii be the rank-l matrix in 9 
whose entries are all 0 except for the positions (i, i), (j, j), (i, j), and (j, i), 
which are equal to 1. Then, by the above lemma $( Eij) = Fij + aijZ, where 
each F, j is symmetric and of rank 1. Now, since the set { Ei j : 1~ i < j < n } is 
a basis for Y, the equations 
f( Eij) = aij> lGidj<n, 
define a linear functional f on 9. 
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The linear span of the n matrices Eii is n-dimensional, and so is that of 
their images Fii + a,,Z. Thus at least n - 1 of the n matrices Z$i are indepen- 
dent, by the nonsingularity of $L This together with the fact that 
implies that - Cuii + c, # 0; for otherwise 
i=l 
in which case F,,, would be of rank n - 1 by the commutativity of the Fii, 
contradicting the hypothesis n > 3. It follows that CF,, is a nonzero scalar, 
and thus the Fii are independent. 
We next observe that the larger set { 4 j : 1~ i 6 j < n } is independent, 
because 
xbiiZ$=O = xbij$(Eij)-~bijuijZ=O 
==, xbijEij - xbijaij 
This implies that bij = 0 for i # j, bii = b,,, and 
b,,Z - % xa,,Z = 0. 
Since co - Ca,, # 0, we conclude b,, = - . . = b,, = 0. 
We have shown that $( .) - f( .)I is nonsingular. Since it clearly preserves 
commutativity, we can assume, with no loss of generality, that f = 0, so that 
c$(Eij)= Fij. Also, dividing by c,, we shall assume that $(I) = I. 
Our next step is to diagonalize the commuting matrices Fii simultaneously. 
At this stage, we can only claim the existence of an invertible, but not 
necessarily orthogonal, matrix T such that the n matrices TFiiT- ’ are all 
diagonal. Since they are all of rank 1, and CF,, = I, we can choose T so that 
TFiiT-’ = Eii for every i. Let 4 be defined on 9’by $(A)= T+(A)T-‘. We 
note that I,!(A) is not necessarily symmetric for all A in 9, but \I/ is of course 
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nonsingular and commutativity-preserving. Also, if E is any rank-l matrix in 
9, then G(E) is rank-l plus scalar. 
We have #(Eii) = Eii. Let us examine #(Eij) for i # j. First consider E,,. 
Since $(E12) = TF12T-’ is of rank 1 and commutes with E,, + E,, and with 
Eii for i 2 3, it must be of the form 
G(E12) =d&z{ (z i)>O) 
where 0 denotes the ( TI - 2) x (n - 2) zero matrix and where c2 + d2 # 0. Let 
x be an arbitrary nonzero scalar. Then the matrix 
A=E,,+(x-l)E,,+ i-1 E,, 
( 1 
is in Yand has rank 1, and its image under I/, 
is the sum of a rank-l matrix and a scalar. The scalar is clearly 0 (because 
c2 + d2 # 0), so that 
det$(A)=(a-l)(b-l)+l-cd+(b-l)x+e=O 
for every x # 0. This implies a = 1, b = 1, cd = 1, and 
#(E,,)=diag 
Applying analogous arguments and calculations to Eli with j > 1 (i.e., 
interchanging 2 and j in the argument), we see that $(Elj) is the matrix Mj 
all whose entries except the following four are 0: 
( Mj)ll = (Ml) jj = 1, (Mj)lj=cjT (Mj)jl=ky 
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where ci is a scalar for j = 2,3,, . . ,n. We now let D be the matrix 
D=diag(l,c,,c, ,.,., c,). 
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It is easily checked that, for all i and for all j > 1, 
D+(E,,)D-’ = Eii, D#(Elj)D-’ = Eli. 
Denoting DT by U, we rewrite these equations: 
U$( A) = AU for AE {E11,...,E,,,;E12 ,..., E,,}. 
Taking transposes of both sides, we obtain +(A)U” = U’A. It follows from the 
last two equations that UU’A = AU’U for all the above A. Putting A = Eii, 
i=l ,..., n, we see that UW is diagonal. Then putting A = Eli, j = 2 ,..., n, 
we verify that W ‘U is a (nonzero) scalar multiple of I. 
To complete the proof we must show that +(A) = U-‘AU for A = Eij, 
2 < i < j < n. It suffices to do this for i = 2 and j = 3 only; a permutation of 
the integers { 2,3,. . . , n } reduces the general case to this. By an argument 
similar to the one given for El2 above, there is a nonzero scalar c such that 
0 0 0 
U+( Eu) U- ’ = diag 0 1 c 
i[ Ii 
0 ; 1 
,O > 
where 0 denotes the (n - 3)x( n - 3) zero matrix (absent if n = 3). Now 
since the two matrices E,, + E,, + E, and E,, +2E,, commute, so do their 
images under U$( .)U-‘, i.e., the two matrices 
diag 
i 
commute. This implies c = 1, and thus +( ED) = U-‘E&J. n 
REMARKS. (1) The matrix U in the statement of the Theorem cannot 
always be chosen to be orthogonal. For a simple example, let n = 4 and let F 
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be the field of rational numbers. Let C#I be defined on Y by $(A) = V- ‘AV, 
where 
Now assume, if possible, that +(A) = cU’AU+ f(A)Z as in the Theorem, 
but with UtU = I. Since + preserves the set of rank-l matrices, it follows that 
on these matrices f is 0; thus f(A) = 0 for all A. Also, +(I) = I implies c = 1. 
It then follows that UV ’ commutes with every A in Yand is thus a scalar 
multiple of the identity. This means that some scalar multiple aV of V is 
orthogonal, yielding 2a2 = 1, which is a contradiction, 
(2) An argument similar to the one given in the preceding paragraph 
proves that c and fin the statement of the Theorem are unique; U is unique 
to within a scalar multiple. 
(3) A perusal of our proofs reveals an actually stronger result than given 
above: in the statement of the Theorem, $I does not have to preserve the 
commutativity of all pairs. It suffices to assume merely that AZ? = BA implies 
$J( A)$( B) = (p(B)+(A) whenever A and B are matrices with rational entries. 
(Note that S= has characteristic zero, and thus contains the rational field.) An 
even weaker, but sufficient, commutativity-preserving hypothesis is obtained 
by considering rational matrices of rank < 3 only. 
(4) It would be interesting to investigate the situation where the underly- 
ing field is not assumed to be formally real. Of course, the tools we used in the 
proofs are not available in general. For example, no’kind of diagonalizability 
can be expected. In fact, every complex matrix (e.g., a nilpotent one) is 
similar to a symmetric complex matrix [2, p. 131. 
(5) In the case of the complex field, let Ydenote the set of all self-adjoint 
n x n matrices, and view it as a real linear space. Let $ be as in the Theorem. 
Theneither+(A)=cU-‘AU+f(A)Zor+(A)=cU-’AtU+f(A)Z, where U 
is unitary, c real, and fa real linear functional. The proof of this is very similar 
to the one in the case of the real field. 
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